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Description

Observation
openQA test in scenario sle-12-SP2-Server-DVD-Updates-x86_64-mau-qa_userspace_systemd@64bit fails in
userspace_systemd
This needs evaluation, but at least the test for localfs is mood - as this script is not used and now
removed in an update.
History
#1 - 2016-11-29 07:17 - yosun
- Assignee changed from yosun to jtzhao
I have some other issues to follow, transfer this to Nathan, he is maintainer of this testsuite :)
The fail can be find there: https://openqa.suse.de/tests/overview?distri=sle&version=12-SP2&groupid=54
Now we know check-localfs can be delete from the test list(qa_test_systemd/qa_test_systemd-1/services). The other two server need to check if they
are deleted or have some change or a product bug.
Thanks a lot Nathan!
#2 - 2016-12-13 07:33 - jtzhao
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
#3 - 2016-12-13 07:35 - jtzhao
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
I've discussed with the developers. These outdated service files are already removed. Since the current tested service list is fixed, such failures can
be ignored.
#4 - 2016-12-14 06:39 - coolo
- Status changed from Resolved to New
there is a misunderstanding here. I don't want to ignore test failures, I want test failures to be fixed.
#5 - 2016-12-30 02:52 - jtzhao
- Status changed from New to In Progress
I've made a few changes 2 weeks ago. If the .service file is missing, the test will be skipped.
#6 - 2016-12-30 02:52 - yosun
Hello,
I will have very limit chance to read email until Jan 3, sorry for the inconvenient.
For any urgent about kernel function test please contact with:
Nathan jtzhao@suse.com
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Best Wishes,
Sero
redmine@opensuse.org 12/30/16 13:52 >>>

[openSUSE Tracker]
Issue #14978 has been updated by jtzhao.
Status changed from New to In Progress
I've made a few changes 2 weeks ago. If the .service file is missing, the test will be skipped.
action #14978: test fails in userspace_systemd
https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/14978#change-34882
Author: coolo
Status: In Progress
Priority: Normal
Assignee: jtzhao
Category: Bugs in existing tests

* Target version:
Observation
openQA test in scenario sle-12-SP2-Server-DVD-Updates-x86_64-mau-qa_userspace_systemd@64bit fails in
userspace_systemd
This needs evaluation, but at least the test for localfs is mood - as this script is not used and now
removed in an update.
-You have received this notification because you have either subscribed to it, or are involved in it.
To change your notification preferences, please click here: http://progress.opensuse.org/my/account
#7 - 2016-12-30 02:55 - jtzhao
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
#8 - 2017-01-10 13:11 - rdodopoulos
- Status changed from Resolved to Feedback
Well, I don't see how this is resolved. The test still fails at the exact same step.
Latest test: https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/14978
#9 - 2017-01-10 13:18 - rdodopoulos
I'm not sure if this deserves another bug report but this is the same failure as in https://openqa.suse.de/tests/686742# which is marked as poo#14978
#10 - 2017-01-12 05:58 - cachen
@Nathan, any update on this? Please follow the last 2 comments. Thanks!
#11 - 2017-01-12 06:09 - jtzhao
yosun, You patch bsc#1003843_adapt_systemd_to_test_masked_service.patch failed to be applied. Please fix.
#12 - 2017-01-12 06:41 - yosun
jtzhao, your last commit to update qa_test_systemd-1.tar.bz2 was wrong. It's not correct to update check-service.sh by update whole tarball, because
it's not a whole testsuite version update. The correct way is to add patch(es) to modify specific file(s) inside of it. Then old patches will not get
influence.
I'll update the bsc#1003843_adapt_systemd_to_test_masked_service.patch for your convenience, but next time please be aware of that.
#13 - 2017-01-12 06:53 - yosun
jtzhao, I made a PR about this patch. https://github.com/SUSE/qa-testsuites/pull/336
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#14 - 2017-07-20 14:02 - okurz
- Subject changed from test fails in userspace_systemd to [qam]test fails in userspace_systemd
#15 - 2017-07-20 14:03 - okurz
PR merged since so many months, any update from your side? https://openqa.suse.de/tests?match=mau-qa_userspace_systemd looks pretty green,
resolved?
#16 - 2017-10-11 05:48 - jtzhao
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
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